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is subject.1 If one of the parties commences legal proceedings,
instead of proceeding to arbitration, the court, on the appli-
cation of the other party, must stay the proceedings, unless
satisfied that the agreement for arbitration has become inopera-
tive and cannot proceed or that there is not in fact any dispute
falling within the scope of the arbitration agreement,2
In order to implement the convention of 1927, the Act next Certain
provides that a foreign award, as therein defined, shall be en- ^jjjg
forceable in England either by action or, with the leave of the enforceable
High Court, in the same manner as a judgment is enforced.3 m Ensland
Further, the award is to be treated as binding for all purposes
on the persons between whom it was made, who are to be
entitled to rely upon it by way of defence, set-off or otherwise
in any legal proceedings in England.4
A 'foreign award' means one which is
(i) made in pursuance of an agreement for arbitration which is valid
according to the law by which it is governed, and
(ii) made between persons subject to the jurisdiction of signatory
States to the 1927 Convention, and
(iii) made in a territory to which the convention has been extended by
Order in Council.5
An award, however, is not to be enforceable unless it satis- conditions
fies certain conditions. It must have
 (a)	been made in pursuance of an agreement for arbitration valid by the
law by which it was governed;
 (b)	been made by the tribunal provided for in the agreement;
 (c)	been made in conformity with the procedural rules obtaining in
the country where the arbitration was held;
 (d)	become final in the country in which it was made;6
(*) been in respect of a matter which may lawfully be referred to
arbitration under English law;
and its enforcement must not be contrary to the public policy or
the law of England.7
An award is not deemed final if proceedings for testing its
validity are pending in the country in which it was made.8
Moreover, an award is not to be enforceable if it does not deal
1	Arbitration Act, 1950, First Schedule, para. i.
 2	Arbitration. Act, 1950, $. 4 (2).
 3	Ibid. s. 36 (i).	4 Ibid. s. 36 (2).
5	Ibid. s. 35. It has been extended to $ome£fty territories.
6	Union Nationals des Co-operatives Agricoks dt Ctrtdes v. Robert Caturall
7 Arbitration Act, 1950, s. 37 (i).	8 Ibid. s. 39.

